
How To Specify a Floor Drain

Note:
To specify a floor drain, use the appropriate Specification Sheet for the model number desired. The
Specification Sheet lists the standard range of product variations, such as available materials, connection
sizes & types, standard accessories, etc. and their proper designations for use in ordering/specifying.

Procedure:
For example, to specify a Z505 floor drain with the following features:

Nickel Bronze Top (ZN per spec sheet) 3” No-Hub outlet connection (3NH per spec sheet)
Heel-Proof Grate (HP per spec sheet) Backwater Valve (V per spec sheet)
Sediment Bucket (Y per spec sheet) Vandal-Proof Secured Top (VP per spec sheet)
Trap Primer Connection (P per spec sheet)

The roof drain would be specified as follows:

ZN505 - 3NH – HP - P – V - VP - Y

The breakdown would be:

                       Drain
       Top         Series
    Material     Model     Outlet Conn.    Option           Option               Option             Option             Option
      Prefix     Number      Size/Type       Suffix             Suffix                Suffix              Suffix              Suffix

     ZN        505   -    3NH     -    HP    -       P        -        V        -       VP       -     Y

   Nickel         Z505       3” No-Hub    Heel-Proof    Trap Primer      Backwater     Vandal-Proof      Sediment
   Bronze      Series    Connection         Grate        Connection          Valve              Screws             Bucket
     Top         Drain

Notes:
1. Normally, use of the “Z” prefix alone will specify a floor drain of the standard top construction shown

on the Specification Sheet for the particular model drain. Some drain models require the addition of the
Top Material Prefix to specify the choice between two available standard top materials. Refer to the
Prefixes section of the Specification Sheet for available top materials and their prefixes. If a bronze,
nickel bronze, etc. finish top is desired, the corresponding Top Material Prefix (ZB, ZN, etc.) must be
used in the model number.

2. Dashes are used to separate the Outlet Size/Type designation and the Option Suffix letters. Note that
there is no dash between the Top Material Prefix and Drain Series Model Number.

3. Note that Option Suffixes (HP, P, V, VP, Y) are listed alphabetically. This is the preferred method.


